Light-mediated reduction of flavoproteins with flavins as catalysts.
It has been found that small amounts of free flavins greatly accelerate the photochemical reduction of flavoproteins both to the radical and fully reduced oxidation states. This catalytic effect has been shown to be due to the rapid photochemical reduction of the free flavin to its fully reduced state, followed by its reaction with the flavoprotein to yield flavoprotein radical and by its reaction with flavoprotein radical to yield fully reduced flavoprotein. Evidence is presented that the same route may occur with flavoproteins in the absence of added flavins. In this case the photoreduction is mediated by the small equilibrium concentration of free flavin coenzyme present in a flavorprotein solution. Hence, it is suggested that flavoprotein reduction with EDTA as photosubstrate does not involve an excited state of the holoprotein, nor contact of EDTA with the enzyme, but exchange of electrons between enzyme flavin and free reduced flavin.